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THE CO E VOICE
Volume XU ,Number 19
Pro-Choice VS. Pro-life:
Activists Debate
Abortion Issue
by Jacquleine SoteropouJos
The College Voice
"There's a war going on." Bill Baird,
pro-choice activist warned a supportive au-
dience, during the abortion debate with pro-
life activist John Short in packed Dana Hall,
Wednesday, March I.
Baird, a nationally known activist for
women's reproductive rights, is currently the
director of three non-profit birth control and
abortion infonnation centers.
His involvement in the movement began
in 1963, when he was the youngest clinical
director of any hospital for a pharmaceutical
company. A woman staggered into the hospi-
tal and died in Baird's arms, the taped end of
the coat hanger still imbedded in the wall of
her uterus.
"I believe very powerfully ... that a
woman must have the freedom to make a
choice about her body ... for too many cen-
turies. men have made these decisions,"
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Baird said.
"The John Shorts of this world would
have no abortion and no birth control," he
declared.
Short is currently the national director
for three prominent pro-life organizations,
and organized the national marches in Wash-
ington' D.C., since the Supreme Court legal-
izing ahortion.
"I don't believe anyone has the right to
kill a human being," asserted Short. "Every-
body in the world knows now that life begins
when the male sperm joins the female ovum,"
Ad Fontes March 7, 1989
Pro-Ufe aellvlst , Jobn Sbort
he said.
"Tonight's debate is about violence or
non violence," Short said in his opening
remarks, describing graphically the process
of an abortion.
Comparing the legalization of the proce-
dure to Nazi Germany, Short said that sup-
port of the right toabortion was like "support-
ing a holocaust:'
Addressing the point of violence, Baird
said, "We should re-examine what they mean
by violence:' He noted that several political
See Abortion p.7
$600 Marshall Dormitory Fine Debated
Wben sbe awoke in the morn- Some Marshall residents con-
ing, the contents of a fire extin- tend that the unusually late and
guisher were on her door. rowdy party led to the emptying of
Four fire extinguishers that The controversy arises from a the fire extinguishers and have lob-
were emptied between 3:00 and private party that started earlier biedCuirentandCbristopherKout-·
7:00 am. the morning of Sunday, that evening, thrown by Joseph sovitis, coordinator of residential '"
March 12haveleftMarshalldormi- Sojka, '89. Some claim the party life, to have Sojka charged for the
tory with a $600 fine and deepdivi- exceeded the college's one keg extinguishers rather than all
sion about who should pay the bill. limit and continued past the Marshall residents.
The extinguishers, r-----------------, Chandra Lantz, '91,
which carry a $150 fme for a third floor resident of
each one emptied, werere- "You have to be able toprove that it was Marshall, has led the ef-
leased on the first and sec- caused by the party. " fort to prevent the entire ~Job-n-M"'agg-Io'---re-,-:"-I ----J
ondfloorsofMarshalland dormitory for being
were among seven that »Christopher Koutsovitis charged.
were released in the west "We're looking into
half of the Plex dormito- the possibility of coo-
ries that morning. college's 1:00 a.m. curfew. nections between the earlier party
Alison Mackenzie, '89, who "Those are some of the issues and the fire extinguisher to deter-
lives on the second floor of that some people have: said John mine whether the dorm or the party
Marshall, recalled hearing comma- Current, '89, housefellow of sponsor should be charged," Lantz
tion and people saying "don't do it, Marshall. said. "We think that there's proba-
don't do it" between 5:00 and 5:30' ·"It's a very sticky issue right bly a connection."
now," he said.
by Crolg Ttmberg
The College Voke
a.m.
Trustee to Head
Cro Renovations
by Cralg Tlmberg
The College Voice
After years of discussion, debate, and cautious
planning, renovations to Crozier-Williams Student
Center may now be moving ahead rapidly, following
an affirmative vote by the Board of Trustees and the
appointment of enthusiastic trustee Richard Gordon to
spearhead the renovation efforts.
"I want to get it done in a year: pledged Gordon.
Gordon was appointed at the trustee meeting Feb-
ruary 24-25, to solicit bids from architects and to mise
funds for the renovations.
Joseph Tolliver, Dean of Student Life and a
member of the Crozier-Williams Renovation Com-
mittee, said that the appointment of a trustee to coor-
See Trustee p.I
See M ...... all p.7
Professors Discuss
South African Education
by Alexandra Silets
Associate News Editor
Four Sooth African educators spoke at Connecti-
cut College Thursday evening, March 2, in Dana
Auditorium about past, present, and future educa-
tion in Sooth Africa The discussion by Namane
Magau of Harvard University, Ben Magubane of
University of Connecticut, and Mokubung Nkomo
of Yale University, was mediated by Marion Doro,
professor of government at Connecticut College.
"The education in South Africa has profound
consequences ... [it causes) severe damages to
most people in South Africa," said Nkomo.
"The Bang Tu Education Act of 1953 has three
fundamental purposes," said Nkomo, "[It) provides
See South AfrtaI D.7
Dean Lynn
Clapham
Resigns
by Lbo M. AO<grelIo
News EdItor
Lynn R. Clapham, dean of Institutional
Advancement, will resign his position at the
end of this academic year. Neither Clapham
or the Adminstration would disclose the de-
tails of the resignation.
In a news release, Claire L. Gaudiani,
president of the College, said she was appre-
ciative of the work Clapham has done. She
intends to begin a search for a new dean of
institutional advancement after spring break.
She hopes that the new dean will be able to
work with Clapham before he leaves in June.
"We're in the process of looking at the joh
description preparitory to posting it Within
ten days I will appoint a search committee
including two students. The work of the
committee will begin after break. "
According to Julie Quinn, director of Col-
lege Relations, development will continue as
it has been. The administration sees no pr0b-
lem with donors continuing to pledge money
to the College
Maggiore 'Pushes
for Spring
Installation
by Cn. Tlmberg
The Co8<lle Voice
John Maggiore, '89, continu-
ing his efforts to have condom
machines installed in dormitory
laundry rooms, has formally pro-
posed that the College install eight
machines over spring break.
In a comprehensive proposal
delivered to the administration last
week, Maggiore, house senator of
Lazrus, outlined his plan for instal-
lation and the accompanying edu-
cational program.
The plan calls for a phased in-
stallation beginning with a pilot
program during this semester, with
Marshall, Lambdin, Larrabee,
Plant, Windham, Harkness, Bur-
dick, and Freeman all receiving
machines.
The installation of eight ma-
See Coadom MKhtnes, p.7
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iBoycotting is a Personal Matter
~ ulter to !be Voice:
.~ This letter is in response to Ed
:> Kania's piece, "1bink Before You
$>BoyCOll," in the February 28 issue
80f the Voice. Abortion, obviously,
~ is an issue thai is on everyone's
mind, especially on a college cam-
pus. It is not, however, solely the
rightness or wrongness of abortion
that is being debated, but more
subtly, the issue of whose right it is
to decide whether to have an abor-
tion-the individual's, the state's,
or that of some ad hoc organizaIion.
By making abortion illegal, the
slate takes away a women's control
over her own life, and therefore
VIEWPOINT
lllkesaway the veryessenceofwhat
America represenlS-lhe liberty of
the citizen to make choices. Or-
ganizations such as Operation Res-
cue, with little regard for the indi-
vidual circumstances, substitute
their choices on the individual by
physically restricting her from act-
ing on her own decision.
I concede that my view is not
necessarily that of Mr. Kania's;
however, I have the right to decide
where my money goes, and that is
the heart of this issue. I agree, fur-
ther, that the view of Domino's
founder, Tom Monaghan, is not
Help Me, I Can It Find a Phone
Letter to the Voice:
Recently you published an article concerning the desire of Campus
Safety 10 install campus telephones in North and South Lots, as well as
in other areas of campus, that would enable the college community to
reach Campus Safety in the case of a dangerous incident or attack. What
about addressing the need for campus telephones for public use in campus
buildings?
On several different occasions in the past school year, I have needed to
get in touch with Campus Safely and have been forced to either go down
several flights of stairs or go to the gate house itself in order to get their
auention, Fortunately, these occasions were not dangerous or even close
to life threatening, but they were times when I needed to get in touch with
Campus Safely rather fast.
The first incident was in Fanning Hall at eight o'clock in the evening in
November. I needed to contact Campus Safety in order to be let into the
closet where the VCR is kept in order to show a video for a Rape Crisis
Hotline Training Program. We were on the fourth floor and I had to go
down to the campus telephone on the flrst floor in order to contact
Campus Safety. There are no campus telephones for public use on the 2nd,
3rd or 4th floor of Fanning Hall.
The second occasion was Wednesday evening, February I, at len
o'clock p.m. on the third floor of New London Hall. We had just
completed a session of the Domestic Violence Hotline Training Program-
and needed Campus Silfety to unlock the elevator (don't ask me why the
elevator is locked) so a handicappedmember could use the elevator and
leave the building. There were no campus telephones for public use in
New London- Hall ( I have since learned that there is in fact one, in the
greenhouse). I was forced to run to the gate house to get in touch with
Campus Safety.
I have since noticed tha1 there !s only one campus telephone for public
use in Blaustein (first floor nearHooddining room); only one in the Chapel
(in thebasernent by the south stairs); one in the library (in theall night study
room); one (firuiny) in the basement of Winthrop; one in Cro (C{O desk);
one in the Athletic Center (front desk); and none that I have found in Bill
or Palmer Hall. Fortunately for me, the reasons that I needed to get in
touch with Campus Safety were not threatening situations. Had these
situations been threatening, or had I been unable (i.e. handicapped) to run
around looking for campus phones or Campus Safety, I would have been
in serious trouble.
I hope that the "powers that be" decide or even think about filling the
need for emergency telephones in parking lots and on all floors in all
campus buildings. It would be a shame if it took a threatening situation for
the need to be addressed.
Respectfully submitted,
Sarah G, Wilson, '89
Salute the Right to Life
Letter to the Voice: plastered about campus, the unborn
donotpossessrigh~.
Iassure you that my motives behind
such donations were not com-
p~ete~y altruistic. For it was this
same organization that allowed for
my adoption. Iwas "given up" at the
age of three months. This means
that I was earmarked for adoption
well before I was born. So, if you
discontinue any son of relations
with me, realize that I resent you
just as much. For21 years ago, you
could have killed me.
So that all of those individuals that
have propagated the boycott of the
Domino's franchise might not be
guilty of hypocrisy, I would ask
each one of them to discontinue any
further contact with me. For you
see, I donated money last year, and
the year before that, to the Catholic
Charity's Organization. This or-
ganization is designed so that preg-
nant mothers might oprfor thealter-
native to abortion; that they would
allow for their unborn children the
luxury of life. Forascan bedeteeted
by anyone that reads the poster.; _
SiIKerely,
Charles R. Mdotyre, '89
necessarily the view of the manage-
menloremployeesofNewLoodon
Domino's Pizza. Regardless, every
time I pay them for a pizza, there is
a chance that my money becomes
part of the fee paid to Mr. Mon-
aghan, whose profits, in tum, allow
him to contribute to Operation
Rescue. He certainly has a right to
his individual views, but I don't
have to lend my financial support to
those views.
I have enough respect for myself
not to go against my values, regard-
less of the empathy I may feel for
the employees of Domino's and
their families. I regret that this is not
an ideal world in which employees
could, in the words of Ed Kania,
"fight injustice by quitting one's
job," and I do not expect the em'
ployees to quit their jobs, nor do I
expect Mr. Kania to cease attempt-
ing to inflict his thoughts upon me;
however, I do expect him and the
students of Connecticut College to
respect my and other students' right
to boycott Domino's Pizza on the
basis of principles and not empa-
thy. If, Mr. Kania, you feel so
strongly about the fate of the em-
ployees and their families, give
them big tips, just don't expect me
to buy Domino's Pizza.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Ammirati, '91
A Call For a
Referendum
Letter to tbe Voice:
The Recent SGA vote to ban
smoking in the dining halls is a
simple, yet poignant, example of
how those intimately involved can
run amok. The members of the as-
sembly wbo voted against contin-
ued smoking in the dining halls
have obviously forgotten who put
them in their present position in the
flrst place: the "student-at-large.'
It is an excellent example of how a
body that sets out embracing
democratic principles can develop
into an oligarchical system, one
that minds the wishes of the few
(who are in power) and ignores the
rights of the rest of the population.
Why not a referendum? We had
one during the "Coors Crisis" last
year. The Coors issue only aided in
establishing the moralistic direc-
tion of the majority at Connecticut
College. The way that SGA has
gone about the smoking issue de-
termines morality for the individ-
uaI. Additionally, this present ac-
tion also determines the
individual's actions, at the expense
of the experience of free choice. I
guess that Connecticut College is a
true microcosm of what lies out-
side these hallowed halls. Small
wonder that the administration and
faculty don't take student organi-
zations seriously.
Sincerely,
John Zuckerman, '90
Stimulating Speakers Brought to
Connedicut College Pro~e Beneficial
These past months have been diverse in many ways,
showing that sometimes Connecticut College does indeed
seek to foster interest in myriad areas as well as serving to
inspire and intrigUe its students, faculty and area residents.
Recently, there have been several speakers whose view-
points and insights have increased awareness in global and
national issues.
SAC monies were impeccably used to bring Dith Fran
to speak at Palmer Auditorium, Pran, about whose tribula-
tions the acclaimed film The Killing Fields was based,
brought to us a personal account of the terrible yet little
understood or recognized Khmer Rouge coup; a four-year
period of terror during which one-fifth of that country's
population was systematically murdered.
More recently, SAC also brought to this campus John
Short andBill Baird. Both renowned speakers, they argued
the Roe VI. Wode case. Short argued against abortion,
while Baird defended the current right for a woman to
make herown choice in the matter. Thispackedevent drew
individuals from all segments of the campus population,
proving to be a most provocative evening,
Also refreshing is the Office of HealthBducarion Iltld
P.O.W,R 'scommitment tobring Jean K:ilbour.o,~tospeak
at this college. On March 6, Kilbourne Willalldtessthe
social problems connected Wi$ adve.tti~ments f9r;ijc£)·
hol and-shall, additionallyfpcusullOnthe cxl'lqitation Q~
women in advertising, . .
Each of these s,peakers offers thissmdent body a special
insight into what are controversial issues, While there are
times that it seems all is darlt on the campus, such ~
as th6$e dtServe our praise and thanks. There is much we
can Jearn from these speakel'$,
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The Agony and the Agony
One of these things is notJike the others. One of these things just doesn't
belong. Remember the good old days of Sesame Street when you would
try to pick the displaced object, animal, or person belonging to the set?
Well at Connecticut College it is the black female who is displaced.
Why should a black female attend a predominantly white institution of
higher learning such as Connecticut College if she cannot be afforded the
same social opportunities as black males, white males, and white females?
She is being denied one-third of her college experience; the other two-
thirds consisting of academia and campus involvement Thus, in order to
compensate for this empty space, she becomes completely involved in
student clubs and organizations, academics, or isolates herself from
campus life.
The dating situation at Connecticut College is as follows: white males
are dating white females, black males are dating white females, and black
females are not dating black males or white males on this campus, with the
exception of the one black couple (hooray for them!) and the black
females, who because of the dry season at Connecticut are forced to date
males off campus.
The social environment for black females at Connecticut College is not
unique, but because of the smallness of the college this problem is
magnified. Two prevalent factors emerge in explaining this problem: race
and gender. In our chauvinistic society, it is more acceptable for a male to
pursue a female than vise versa. Therefore, in this respect, the black
woman at Connecticut is at a slight disadvantage because of gender.
Similarly, her racial status acts as an inhibiter, whereas the white woman,
who may not be superior in gender, is so in race.
The black women on this campus outnumber the black men atConnecti-
cut by a ratio of almost 2 to I.Thus the pool of black men from which to
choose is very limited. Why not date white men then? There is this Catch-
22 in which it is more acceptable for a black men to date a white women,
but when the black woman dates a white man, it becomes a crisis within
-both the white and black communities alike. Although Connecticut stu-
dents are more liberal in their attitudes, their behavior in choosing males
is quite conservative. They take the safest and easiest route when pairing
off.
My freshman year, a black female friend heard these words from a
potential white boyfriend. "1really like you and care for you a lot, but I
don't want to make our relationship public because I'll get a lot of flack
from my friends. They're not prejudiced or anything like mat, but you
know. they"re not used to something like this."
At the other end of the spectrum, the black community looks down on
any black female remotely interested in a white male and accuses her of
'selling out' to her race.
Along as these types of attitudes existat Connecticut and other predomi-
nantly white institutions, would it not be wiser for a black female to attend
a predominantly black institution where she could benefit not only from
academics and campus involvement, but also a healthy social environ-
ment? With a larger pool of black men to choose from, she would not have
to face the "let's keep this private," humiliating types of relationships with
white men, and she might graduate with the feeling that her college
experience was complete. Is it too much to ask that at a supposedly
"liberal" arts institution, a black woman might have her needs met
equally. Since she is only receiving two-thirds of her liberal arts educa-
tion, perhaps t1Ie school should refund one-third of her money.
Cheron Morris, '89
Park Hoosel'ellow
SO, I HEAR YOU TOOK THE AIDS TEST?!
There's this girl, a friend of
mine. She went to get tested for
AIDS. The names have been
changed, bu: this is her story.
Last summer, on an incredibly
hot day in July, Alex was sitting
around at home waiting for her
long-time friend, Kate, to show.
Finally, Kate arrived to enjoy a day
of supposed relaxation.
"What would you say if I sug-
gested we go get tested for AIDS?"
were the first words out of Kate's
mouth. Immediately Alex dis-
missed the idea, laughing. She had
never even entertained the thought
of having AIDS in the first place. If
she volunteered herself to be tested,
wouldn't she be admitting that she.
just might have the virus?
After much discussion and de-
liberation, Kate convinced Alex to
"just go and fmd out" They put on
some nice clothes, and covered
their mood with a similar disguise
of quiet formality.
Alex was nervous. She started to
wonder about all the possible
places she could have picked up
AIDS. What if she had it? What
would she do? DId she even want
to know whether or not she har-
bored those germs of certain death?
With the hospital towering in
front of them, Kate and Alex look
some deep breaths and made a
hesitant entrance. Once in the
lobby, they froze. Kate didn't
even know what to do now. With
no signs, no arrows, and little
nerve, the pair opted for the recep-
tionist. They waited ten minutes
for the man lingering around the
counter to leave; then got direc-
tions.
This was the first step that began
the process. Moments later, they
were each given a large brown
envelope with a number printed
across it, insuring anonymity and
confidentiality. Every piece of pa-
per inside the packet was labelled
with that same number that now
identified them. A doctor sat down
beside them, watching as they
filled out all the official question-
naires.
"How many partners have you
had in the last two years?" one
asked. "Have you had sex abroad
in the last six months? Where?
When?"
"Are you heterosexual? Bisex-
ual?"
"Do you use intravenous drugs?"
They were appropriate questions
for an AIDS test, but Alex was
nonetheless caught off guard.
Next, blood was taken and their re-
spective numbers were again writ-
ten on the containers.
A simple enough procedure, it
_ seemed, but an ordeal aswell. The
passibilityofhavingAIDS seemed
greater than ever to Alex. AU we
questions ripped apart her origiual
confidence and optimism. If she
had it, who would she tell first?
The two girls were told to come
back in a week to get the results.
Shaken up, they each left the hos-
pital holding a receipt, their only
souvenir, and all it had on it was
that damn number. After a couple
of martinis and some conversation,
Alex and Kate decided to tell no
oneoftheirmoming. They alsode- -
cided to put the test out of their
minds until the results were
known.
Easier said than done, Alex did
a lot of thinking in the next few
days. Never before had she under-
stood the implications of being
tested. In less than a week, Alex
had gone from being completely
certain she didn't have AlDS, to
the point of wondering how long
she would have to live.
The judgement day fmally
came. Again, they received an
envelope. Inside was one mostly
blank piece of paper. At the top
was the date, and the famous iden-
tification number. One line was
typed in the middle of the page
which read "Your HIY test
is__ ". It was the nurse's job to
write either "negative" or "posi-
tive." That was all.
Kate opened hers first, and
smiled. Alex followed suit,
quickly glanced over the line and
panicked. It said "negative," and
she couldn't figure out if that was
good or bad. "You don't have it,
Alex, don't worry. Congratula-
tions," laughed Kate.
Kate and Alex, relieved, re-
laxed, andproudofbeing"clean,"
started to ten weir friends what
wey did. "It was no big deal," they
told the guys. Ittums out that those
same guys, who had previously
claimed they would never have
gotten tested, secret! y went to the
hospital two weeks later and look
the AlDS test Alex happened to
recognize the envelope one of them
was carrying and pried it out of
them. Now they all can joke about
it, though they won't forget know-
ing those very real moments of
fear.
b,. Mdlssa Burns, '89
The Implementation of the 3/2 Plan Holds Many Future Ramifications
Two weekends ago, the trustees approved the completed version of the 3(2 plan for
implementation next year. As President Gaudiani heads into the halfway point of her first
year, she will soon discover that although the 3(2 itself is a closed issue, she will have to deal
with the ramifications that still linger as a result of the manner and haste in which it was
proposed. Thereare three major legacies of the 3(2 plan which will have future consequences
that will affect the relationship between the President and the college community.
First off, many questions still remain unanswered about exactly how 3(2 arose as an issue
during this academic year. Why .like Lazarus, did 3(2 "rise from the dead" after both faculty
and students were led to helieve that it was a closed issue? Why did President Gaudiani
remove 3(2 from the strategic planning process, which she herself created to deal with such
long range planning issues? How come the President announced the decision immediately
before winter vacation after the SGA assembly had completed their final meeting and the
Voice had published their final issue? The introduction of 3(2 at a time when students were
involved in final exams and preparing to leave campus.seems to prove that the President
feared student reaction. The assertion seems justified because the subsequent implementa-
tion team that met over winter vacation excluded student participation. What happened to
student input?
The answers to these questions do not only concern students, but they affect the entire
campus because this process illustrates how vital issues are being addressed. Throughout
the year, decisions by President Gaudiani have been made in a spasmodic, inconsistent
manner which makes it seem like she is manipulating normal channels. Furthemiore, the
President seems to make her decisions without consulting the rest of the college community
which has divided the campus into interest groups who are forced to woo her to obtain any
small bit of influence. The second legacy of the decision to implement 3(2 has been that
faculty/student tensions have arisen for the first timein recent years as each group competes
against each other to reach the President's elusive ears. The enstting controversy over the
feasibility of 3(2 has made a sham of the feelings of community that President Gaudiani has
strived to create.
The final legacy of 3(2 involves the future of the plan itself, and thus, is perhaps the most
serious. To complete a major undertaking such as instituting a comprehensive realignment of
the teaching requirements of professors involves a great deal of money. Though both faculty
and students worked hard to ensure that the plan wouldn't have adverse effects on class size
and the number of class offerings, the only mystery of the viability of the program concerns
the availability of the necessary funds. For the program's first year, the President is fortunate
that excess monies remained in an under-utilized maintenance account. But funding sources
are as yet undefined for the following years. Was rushing headstrong into 3/2 before raising
adequate long term funding worth the possible consequences of altering, or even aborting,
the program in two years? Was President Gaudiani's "don't worry, be happy" style of
leadership pragmatic?
The brouhaha over 3(2 epitomized President Gaudiani' s tenure.' Sectors of the community
have been alienated, while additioual, serious problems have been created that the President
will have to rectify throughout the remainder of the year. In the September issue of
Coonecticut magazine, President Gaudiani was quoted as saying, "1 will not administer, I
will not manage, I will lead." Judging from her actions thus far, the college community can
only have faith and hope that we are not being led like lemmings into the sea.
by Warren Cohen, '89
Voic~Senior Editor
..======================t
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f A Look m the Dining Services:
~
J Food Committee Considers
j
~ Changes in the
~
Meal Plan at
Connecticut College
FEATURES
receive eight guest passes per se- system, Fay cited the budget and
mester while students on the 14- the vote of the Board of Trustees as
meal plan receive six guest passes. considerations.
Trinity College in Hartford, "From the dining services' stand-
It is not unusual to be waiting in Connecticut, offers three meal point, we could do this tomorrow,"
line in one of the College dining plans to its students: a 19, 14,and a Fay said. "We have the technologi-
halls and hear complaints about the IO-meal plan. The IO-meal plan cal capacity, but it is not a depart-
food. But, is it the food or the sys- does not include weekends. mental decision." Any change, ac-
tem that needs to be changed? Wellesley College in Wellesley, cording to Fay, must be approved
According to Peter DiMilla, '89, Massachusetts, has a 20-meal plan by the Trustees and must be worked
of the SGA Food Committee, it is as well as a 14-meal plan with a into the College budget.
the system and not the food, that is credit system that can be used in the If such a change were to take
the problem. snack shop and in a convenience place, problems may result. Fay
''ThesystematConnecticutistoo (mini-mart) store located on earn- said that the unlimited access to
inflexible; if you miss a meal, you pus. The 14-meal plan offers un- dining halls as well as the srnorgas-
miss a meal," DiMilla said. limited guest usage of the students' bord-st Ie food Ian that are both
As it aspects of the
stands, Con- current meal
necticut Col- plan at the
lege has only 'The person who College may
one meal change if the
plan, which eats three meals a system is re-
includes 21 vised.
meals set at .~ day and the person Fay said the
one price.;' who eats two meals changes may
Matt Fay. di- ,~ cause a de-
rector of din- ...., d4 h mand for
ing services, ~ a ay pay t. e same cooking fa-
said the stu- ~ amount. ' cilities in all
dents at Con- '" • dorms, and
necticut Col- ~ ... there would
lege pay less be the need for
than lhose'L-,P.e.t.er.DiiIMiiijlll."'.'ii8•9 ..1a campus con-
By Beth Salamone
Tb.C ...... Voke
students at schools that offer a va-
riety of meal plans.
Bowdoin College in Brunswick,
Maine, has two different meal
plans: a 19-meal plan and a 14-
meal plan that does not include
breakfasts. In addition, students
are given guest passes each semes-
ter. Students on the 19-meal plan
credit.
Williams College in William-
stown, Massachosetts, offers four
plans: 21, 14, 10 and 7 meals in a
plan. The plan uses a point system
which can be used in the snack shop
and also for the use of guests.
When asked why Connecticut
College does not switch to such a
venience store.
The cost of the meal plan for
those students who opt for 20 meals
would increase with these changes,
according to Fay.
Fay also suggested that the possi-
bility exists that certain campus
dining halls may be forced to close
if the number of students using the
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Matt Fa
meal plan decreased considerably.
Fay pointed out that the students
actually do not pay for all 21 meals
under the current system.
At Connecticut College, students
pay for 13 or 14 meals per week.
The Dining Services counts on stu-
dents to miss five or six meals each
week, Fay said.
DiMilla said he finds fault with
this system. ''The person who eats
three meals a day and the person
who eats two meals a day pay the
same amount," he said.
Though the Food Committee has
not yet proposed a change, it is
currently evaluating Connecticut
College's present system and in-
vestigating possible changes. Ac-
cording to DiMilla, the Food Com-
'Six dining hall
operations jor1600
students is a phe-
nomenal ratio and
is also very expen-
sive to run. The
students here are
getting a good buy. '
mittee is willing to spend a signifi-
cant period of time, perhaps a few
years, in order to create a proposal
for a system that will best meet the
needs of the Connecticut College
student body.
Fay said it is inevitable that a
change in the food plan will happen
at Connecticut College. Currently,
Fay has proposed that a guest provi-
sion be included in next year's
budget.
"Six dining hall operations
[Harris, K.B. Deli, Knowlton,
Harkness, Jane Addams-Freeman,
and Smith-Burdick] for 1600 stu-
dents is a phenomenal ratio and is
also very expensive to run," Fay
said, "The students here are getting
a good buy."
Editor's Note: This is the first installment of a new column that will
appear bi-weeklyin The College Voice. The author, Ken Willett,
holds an M.A. in clinical psychological counseling from Connecticut
College and is an AIDS Educator/Counselor for the New London
AIDS Educational Counseling and Testing Service. Questions sent
to Willett hy students will be answered in subsequent columns.
Q. In the state of Connecticut,
how many people have been diag-
nosed with AIDS?
A. As of January 31, 1989, there
have been 1062 reported cases of
persons with AIDS (J'WAs) in the
state of Connecticut. From what
we know about the spectrum of
illness in HIV infection, it is pro-
jected that there may be as many as
5,000 people with AIDS-related
complex
(ARC.) and as many as 50,000
people who are infected with the
Human Immunodeficiency Vinus
(HIV) who are asymptomatic, but
can transmit the virus to others
through sharing IV needles, or
engaging in unprotected sexual
contact,
Q. Do all people infected with the
virus get AIDS?
A. No. Infection with this virus
does not always lead to AIDS, and
researchers are investigating
whether other co-factors may be
necessary to trigger the disease.
Studies show that many HIV in-
fected persons remain in good
health; others may develop illness
varying in severity from mild to
extremely serious. Currently 20 to
30 percent of those infected with
HIV have developed AIDS within
Q. Is AIDS starting to spread out-
side of the known risk groups?
A. The percentage of AIDS cases
attributed to various risk groups
have remained essentially un-
changed. However, in New lon-
don, the nwnber of women in-
fected with HIV is over double·the
national figure, and the percent-
age of IV drug users with AIDS
approaches the percentage of gay
and bisexual men, more than the
national percentage. It is impor-
tant to remember that the spread of
HIV is related to behavior not
membership in a "group".
Q. Is AIDS passed by kissing?
A. HIV has been found in the
sativa of a few AIDS patients in
extremely low quantity. There is
not a single case of AIDS that is
known or suspected of having
been transmitted by kissing. If
AIDS were transmitted by kiss-
ing, many family members of
persons with AIDS (PWAs)
would be expected to have devel-
oped the condition. This has not
occurred.
Q. Do spermicides help prevent
AIDS?
A. Nonoxynol-9, a common sper-
micide, has been shown to have
anti-HIV activity in laboratory
studies. It is recommended that
Nonoxynol-9 be used along with a
condom to provide additional pro-
tection should the condom break.
Address all questions to:
Ken Willett
New London AIDS Service
120 Broad Street
New London, CT 06320
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~Anxiety in the Search For a Summer Job
By Stepllanl< Lutz
The College Voke
Around February or March, I
begin to get sweaty palms when
contemplating what I'll be doing
during the summer months.What is
the best way to get the most out of
my summer? Should I travel some-
where? Or should I try to find a
good 'summer job?
Well, this year I have decided to
go the job route and have been
asking a bunch of people what they
think is the best summer job.
I would like to find a job that is
loads of fun, well paying, beneficial
said Thyra Briggs, '92. " It doesn't
pay much, but it is worth it," she
said.
Camp counseling is popular
among freshmen and sophomores
but I wanted to find out how the
majority of students spent their
summers. So, I went to the most
obvious place, the Office of Ca-
reer Services. They were respon-
sive and well-equipped to help
students find jobs. They have
stacks of catalogs with listings of
summer jobs in different areas and
places from which to chose. I also
attended a summer job workshop
sponsored by OCS. The speaker
'Camp Counseling is the
most rewarding way to
spend a summer. It doesn't
pay much but it's worth it. '
to society, educational, and also
. one that will further my career.
Obviously, it is impossible to at-
tain all these goals - a job that ful-
fills one of these requirements is
probably sorely lacking in some of
the others.
For example, I have entertained
the possibility of becoming a camp
counselor. This job sounds like lots
of fun to me because 1 enjoy work-
ing with children and being in the
outdoors. However, this job does
not pay well; the average camp
counselor makes between $700 and
$1.,000 for eight weeks of work,
though counselors with certain
skills and training like life saving
certification may be paid more.
One freshman student who has
been a camp counselor for many
years described the benefits of the
job.
"Camp counseling is the most re-
warding way to spend a summer, "
.
said that there are many factors in
choosing a job, including how
much money you make, where you
want to work, and if the job pro-
vides good career experience and
wiIlloolc good On a resume.
Let us suppose that the single
"lost important factor for you is
that you must make the most
money possible. Jobs outside of the
office doing more physical types of
labor such as waitressing, garden-
ing, bartending, and construction
work are examples of some well-
paying summer jobs, according to
Cathy Leuiken, acting director of
OCS. One person can probably
make between $3,000 and $5,000
doing one of these jobs.
Mark Karmozyn, a freshman in
my dorm made more than $10,000
in construction work last summer.
Freshmen and sophomores tend
to choose these jobs and need not
think 100 far ahead when making
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Endowment Returns Smaller But Survived 1987 Crash
whatever revenues can be
squeezed out of marketing re-
search fmdings and logos - for
money.
Some schools managed to earn as
much as 17 percent on their en-
dowments, while others saw their
returns fall by as much as 14 per-
cent
By far, the school with the larg-
est endowment by the end of the
rJSal1 year 1988 was Harvard Uni-
versity, which boostsa$4.1 billion
endowment The University of
Texas was second, with a $2.7
billion endowment
aarva.rd Freshman Reports it's Easy to Cheat on the SAT
Office jobs and internships are
popular and provide valuable job
experience, but many are not well
paid, according to Leuiken. The
internships thatare well-paid may
be as complicated to obtain as a
full-time job. The applications
may be due as early as December
and will require a formal full-
length interview.
. These jobs are highly competi-
tive and a student's grade point
average and prior experience are
seriously considered in the selec-
tion process, according to
Leuiken. Juniors and seniors that
(CPS) -- Campus endowments·
those collections of investments
that earn money that colleges use
for buildings, scholarships, and
even salaries- grew by only 1.3
percent in the 1988 fiscal year, far
less than the previous year's 13.9
return, a nationwide accounting
released Feb. 13 figured.
But the National Association of
College and University Business
Officers (NACVBO) says that;'s
not bad, considering the October,
1987, stock market crash hap-
pened in the middle of the period.
are more concerned with jobexpe-
rience than making money may
choose an internship that will pr0-
vide them with valuable job expe-
rience.
There are lots of summer jobs to
choose from and many elements to
consider in picking one. The Of-
fice of Career Services is equipped
to help students. in the selection of
summer employment It's impor-
tantto start the search early.
I have chosen to work as a camp
counselor ata music or performing
arts camp this summer because 1
NACUBO's annual endowment
study also found the value of the
investments of the 315 schools it
surveyed rose to a collective $49.5
billion during the fiscal year 1988,
which began July 1, 1987 and
ended June 30, 1988. That's up
almost $2 billion from fiscal year
1987's $47.9 billion.
Such members are important be-
cause endowment income' is one of
the main soW"Cescolleges rap • the
others being government grants
and research contracts, student tui-
tion gifts, state appropriations, and
~
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want to avoid the stifling heat and .....
humidity of my horne in New i
York City, especially in August
I'd like to be somewhere in the il'
Vermont Hills, working with <:il
children and learning about re- '"
sponsibility and leadership.
The job has its trade-offs, in-
cluding the salary, but I figured
that, since 1 am a freshmen, I
would take advantage of one of
the few years that I don't have to
worry about my resume. I11 wait
until my junior year for that.
(CPS) - It's easy to get someone
else to take a standardized test for
you, a Harvard Freshman says.
To prove it, freshman David
Weller and Larry Schultz, his high
school classmate, say they used
fake names and phony physical
descriptions to retake the Scholas-
tic Aptitude Test (SA 1) a second
time last June, even though the
Educational Testing Service,
been admitted to the test sites, say-
ing they were just trying to
"dramatize how easy it is to cheat"
by paying someone else to take the
exams for students.
"If somebody with enough ad-
vance planning wants to cheat,
they can," replied ETS spokesman
Thomas Ewing, who estimates
ETS, which has about 22 investi-
gators, cancels the scores of about
1,000 alleged cheaters each year.
Math Courses Mean Big Bucks for College Grads
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(CPS) - Math courses mean big
bucks after students graduate, ac-
cording to a recent U.S. Depan-
rnent of Education study.
Men who took math courses in
college earned II percent more
than their peers woo didn't, the
department reported in mid- Febru-
ary.
Women who took computer sci-
ences or statistics classes earned 14
percent more than those without a
which which sponsors the test, says
its security measures generally pre-
vent such cheating.
"It shouldn't be so easy to walk
into a test and conduct an imper-
sonation," Weller said, who along
with Schultz wrote an article abuut
the experience for Penthouse
magazine. "It's just so easy to do."
Weller and Schultz admitted their
ruse to test monitors after they had
math background, the research
showed.
They didn't even have to be whiz-
zes to profit from the courses. Stu-
dents who scraped through the
math courses with a "D" still had
fatter paychecks than grads who
had "As" in other classes.
The department tracked the aca-
demic and work careers of 12,600
high school students from 1972 on
to fmd the math-to-money relation-
ship.
But while math was proving its
value in the marketplace, ways of
teaching it in the classroom were
still debatable.
Math professors surveyed re-
'cently by the Educational Testing
Service split almost evenly about
the question of whether students
should use calculators in class.
Folly percent of the professors
favored use of the calculators,
while 43 percent opposed their use.
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NEW LONDON FOCUS
j Sarah Wilson's Program Offers Sup-
~ port For Raped and Battered Women
the hotlines, take place both at the Center of Southeastern Connecti-
college (the next begins in March) cut and the Women's Center on
and at the Women's Center, and are campus is also provided byWilson.
IT Sarah Wilson, '89, had her followedbyathreehourpracticum. The two centers cooperate and
way, information on date rape Wilson suggests this training for exchange information.though they
would be a mandatory pan of the anyone working with theWomen's serve different purposes. One is a
freshman orientation program each Center, since all their volunteers crisis center with a staff of profes-
year. As a Philip Goldberg intern, deal with the effects of abuse. She sional counselors (including male
Wilson is Connecticut College's encourages it even for non-volun- counselors), and the other is a sup-
liaison between the campus com- teers: "It's an education. Jt breaks port "space" (417 A Fanning)
munity and the Woman's Center of down the myths around the issues." where books are available and stu-
Southeastern Connecticut. Volunteers work on the crisis dents gather for discussions. Jt is
Funded by the Student Govern- hotline from 5 p.m. to 9 a.m. on an also responsible for the publication
ment Association (SGA) and sup- "on-call" system using beepers, of The Different Voice.
ported logistically by the Office of which enables the student to stay on Wilson also hopes to stan a
Volunteers for Community Service campus while on duty. Addition- "friendship" program, modeled on
(OVCS), the Philip Gold- Big Brother/Big Sister sys-
berg Internship Program is tern, at Genesis House.
a community service in- ''These kids," she said, "need
ternship named after the role models, a chance to get
late Philip Goldberg, a pro- out of the shelter, and to be
Iessor of psychology at the with people other than those at
college and community ac- the shelter."
tivist. To recruit student volun-
A regular internship teers, Wilson holds fireside
payment is intended to forums in the dormitories. She
cover seven to ten hours a began lastfall with a date rape
week of Women's Center- .~ forum for housefellows. She
related work. "In reality," ~ is adamant that all student
said Wilson, "the nature of ~ leaders be educated on these
the job makes it a 24-hour- d issues. "Student leaders have
a-day thing.",l! got to be tuned-in; they've got
Wilson is in charge of re- ~ to know how to pick up the
cruiting and coordinating ~ signals," Wilson said.
Connecticut College vol- (J A forum on sexual haraSs-
unteers 'to work with the f ment, held in Lazrus' living
Woman's Center in many ~ room in early February, fea-
areas: Child care, both at L;;=;c-;:;--';::;;==--;-::=::;;:'=;:';;;;7===-=- tured a video and discussion
the Women's Center on channels for reporting. The Feb-
(while parents are in counseling or ally, the Women's Center has an ruary 28 and March 2 forums on
at support group sessions), and at arrangement with Lawrence and date rape in Freeman living room,
the Genesis House, New London's . Memorial Hospital whereby the too, encompassed a movie and dis-
shelter for battered women and hospital calls the Women's Center cussion,
children; as "support staff' in the crisis hotline upon the arrival of a In addition to recruiting volun-
office, answering telephones and victim of rape or domestic vio- teers, Wilson's overriding goal is
interacting with clients; and on the lence. Two volunteers then go di- educating the Connecticut College
domestic violence and sexual as- rectlytothehospitaltogivesupport community about rape, date rape,
sault crisis hotlines. to the victim and whomever else domestic violence, and sexual bar-
21-hour hodine training ses- may be involved. assment, and about the services
sions, mandatory for working on Linkage between the Women's offered by the Women's Center.
by Uvla Winstoa
New Londoa Focus EdJtlw
Pamela Holmes was one or three to be presented a MinJ·Sen'ice award.
CCIC Honors Connecticut
College Students at a
Reception in Hartford
OVCS News Rdeue
On Thursday, February 23, a
reception was held in Hartford
honoring students who have par-
ticipated in community service.
The reception was sponsored by
the Connecticut Conference for
Independent Colleges (CCIC) and
Senator John B. Larson, President
of Pro-Tempore; Senator Kevin
Sullivan, assistant Majority
Leader and Co-Chair of the Edu-
cation Committee; and Senator
Joseph Harper, Co-Chair of the
Appropriations Committee. Janet
Polinsky, Deputy Speaker of the
House from Waterford, also ad-
dressed the audience which con-
sisted of community service rep-
resentatives from such schools as
Trinity College, Wesleyan Uni-
versity, Yale University, and
many more.
All students involv'ed in corn-
munity service were invited to
attend. Connecticut College was
represented by Marcia Gardner,
Dean of Financial Aid, and
Pamela Holmes, '89, a program
director for the Office of Volun-
teers for Community Service
(OYCS).
The reception itself was held in
recognition of the accomplish-
ments OYCS has realized with it's
share of the funds received from
ccrc. This year the college had
$5427 to spend for the 1988-89
year. The college spends the money
according to the community serv-
ice guidelines developed by the
Department of Higher Education
for the State of Connecticut to pro-
vide a broad defInition of commu-
nity services. Said Holmes, "The
reception was quite helpful and
insightful. It gave me a chance to
connect with students from other
schools to see what they are doing
in their community service pro-
grams." _
In addition, on March 3 the
Community Service Fellowship,
also out of the Department for
Higher Education, presented a
Mini-Service award to Holmes,
Sam Bottum, '89, and Anne Marie
Deluca, '90, for the purpose of
starting a COOL chapter here at
Connecticut College. The Fellow-
ship was established in 1988 to help
encourage and promote commu-
nity service by college students.
The award itself is an amount be-
tween $100 and $500 to be used for
expenses incurred in starting or
expanding programs that serve the
local community.
Northwestern University Summer Session '89
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Activists Argue
Abortion Issues
TlleMacU .. 1............. Qe,. InA lie (S(JA)/ I us,=::,:M.:,S::IMldAJd ,., " .1O .... SIDIdlAliill:lD
TIIe_"""'*"'8jliUjlOi81lO_""'*"'8i11I11c.pasclillillClIIIIJ_
was ~ IaIl wa:Ic 1610 13 _10 Iuwe _f8ald willi. -1WiIr, 1IIDit was
IIbIed 1IIIli1_ week.
NldtJJo1a!m ~MOiilstuu~ ..... Jlid1b;llthe "''''oo.
Itpassed IaIl week, bUt it's SliII c.the apada."
S-Harpec, ~. alfeDdt4the Assembly meedD& IOtdef Assembly wlJert
c. the uyawaiug ~ Clean-Up. AcalldiDlIO Harpec, O"*licUl
Co1IepShJdenlswillbejoiniDctheee.a • ~Aaldemy,the8ullmarl11ellue,IIId
possibly Mildlell College 011April 30 for dIOCIeaa-Up.
Harpec lIIIid Ihat 1aBt year $4000 was JlIislId .. YlIIlous cwpoIz.kwl1lftlullt
pIIone ooIiciwioo. IIId sbe urged house 8 un II) belp willi dIO eftilrt l1IRJuB/a
pubIleily. '"foil poopIe 8boat it.• sbe IIIid, "Lel1helD laIow ..... lt is.andwllalt'.
aboUI.P
DavidGlann, '89,c:llairoflKldemicafl'aim. •• _ed_dIOlIIISIeeIfladl ~
the 3:2 plan.
SGA PJesldml Sam ~ '89,llOlied"'the 1IIISIeeI_~ foIwent'
in ~ to dIOftlIIOVlIIinRs of the ClOzier·WlIIiIms SIlIde8Cader.1'1Icy decided
II) scIect 811ardIIIect IIId fiDIIize p/anI. 1'nIMee Rlcl8'd GanIoD. _ of the
IlIId'mI WhaIem, wbo BoIllR •.,. dbedas. "-and.sIuIIcllr: .1Io1lulldiaJ
theelfort.
In other Assem1lIy bosiPess, PIIIIt HouIo SeaaIor D8Il Halperin. ~ BunIidt
HouIoSeaalorTlmseoBalel, '89J.Jsa.Lynae~ -,o,TIDy~.Ridl:
~ '90, IIIdJon Ba1I, -,0, .. elected '" a bb:k VOle II)till lI*iillI' ~
IIClIded by PullIic ReI8llou DiIec:IIor Pam Kine, '89.
Lazn1s HouIo SeaaIor 10IIIIU 8Ili'n. '91,.IIIIIJOIIIK:eddllltlllRloclO. .. t',
work may have paid0«. andShJdenIs would be aIIowedfhe ... .-1leXt year,
if \be _ of the roUege appioves. "1'hat'u blglf," be lIIid.
Maggiore also IIIIDOlIIICed Ihat II!ere may be a vegelariIo cIining ball c. cam..
nexlyeaf.HecIalmsIhatMauFay,direcIorofdiningservices,llaslllliddlll"lfdJere's
enough suppon, Ibere will be a veJd8rian dining haIlP The detamining factorwiU
be dIOmullS of the food Surveys done by dIORlocI Commluee.
And finally, bouse senalOJS received dIO baIlols f« the Charter AplendmeUI.
regarding the inSlitutkmali.aliO'l of the SGA &.ecotIvo Bo8rd positions of Club
Liaison Officer and Chair of Academic Affairs. All baIlOlSmust be dislriboled and
ool\ected by Ibe senators by Tuesday, March 7.
ConliJI~d p.1
figures and pro-life activists have
suggested the death penalty for
doctors who perform abortions,
should abortion become illegal.
He further condemned the vio-
lent fire bombing of family plan-
ning clinics. Baird said that four
letter bombs had been sent to one of
his clinics.
"We sit there [in the clinic]
every day worrying about fire-
bombs," he said.
"The pro-life movement does
child," Baird said, citing the large
number of unwanted children that
are abandoned or abused, or never
adopted.
Short, however, attributed this
abuse to the availability of abortion
since the 1973 Supreme Court
legalized abortion.
"This is what happened to
society in the past twenty years
[since the decision] ... if you can
abuse the child in the womb
[through abortion], the natural ex-
tension of that is that you can abuse
the child outside the womb."
When questioned about birth
control, Short claimed the pro-life
movement takes no position on the
subject However, Sbort said, "I
believe in natural family planning,
and Ibelieve that self-control is not
all that bad."
Baird challenged this point,
saying, "their [pro-life organiza-
tions] scheme ... is to deny access
to birth control."
'The thugs [of the
pro-life movement]
are blocking the civil
rights of women when
they block abortion
clinics. '
.- Bill Baird
not fue-bomb," Short said, denying
Baird's implications.
Short also equated the pro-
choice mov~ment with the civil
rights movement of the 1960s.
"Dr. Martin Luther King
would tum over in his grave if he
could hear you," Baird exclaimed,
"it is an insult to the dignity of Dr.
King ... The thugs [of the pro-life
movement] are blocking the civil
rights of women when they block
abortion clinics. to
Another inember of the audi-
ence asked Short ifa woman should
be forced to "deliver the baby of her
rapist."
·~Idon't believe one act of vio-
lence justifies another," Short said,
suggesting the victim find "a posi·
tive alternative ... abortion ... is an
attack on an innocent and defense-
less human being."
':You can force a woman to go
through childbirth, but you can
never force a woman to love a
'1 believe in natural
family planning and 1
believe that self-con-
trol is not all that
bad.'
.- John Short
Kilbourne Presents Under the InfluenceIn his concluding sUltement,
Short called abortion, "Child abuse
in itS ultimate fonn ... 1hope you'lI
choose life."
Baird ended his presenUltion
with an appeal to the audience.
"You can no longer afford to
be a specUltor to freedom." Baird
encouraged students to "write let-
ters, join picket lines, join the
marches ... and truly fight back."
"Iwill fight to my dying breath
so that every woman in this room
will be free," he said.
society," he said.
Kilbourne has created two videos
about women and alcohol in
advertising. Killing Us Softly, and
Calling the Shots. Both are avail-
able in Shain Library.
Kilbourne's presentation is
sponsored by the Depanment of
Health Education, POWR. and
SOAR, who paid $2,000 plus travel
expenses for the appearance.
mous with it [women and alcobol in
advertising], it is Jean Kilbourne,"
said David Brailey, Connecticut
College health education coordina-
tor. "She's really the top of her
field."
"I think she will make an im-
pact," said Brailey.
"I'm hoping her presence on
campus will excite people about the
alcohol issue ... [it is] one of the
most destructive elements in our
ConJi"ued from p.l
Jean Kilbourne, a nationally
known researcher and advisor
about the use of women and alcohol
in advertisement, will present a
lecture' and slide show in Dana
Hall, Monday. March 6 at 8 p.m.
A faculty member at Wellesley
College, Kilbourne has won na-
tional awards for her presenUltion
for the past two years.
"If there is a name that is synony-
"CroRenovations Moving Forward Empty Extinguishers Leave Marshall Divided
. In a reference to a frequently
quoted 16 month timespan for
construction to be completed,
Gordon said,"that's too long for
Conli,lIu:d from p.l
dinate fund raising and bids from
architects suggested that trustees
are making the renovations a high
priority.
"I think that makes [the reno-
vations] a stronger possibility,"
said Tolliver.
It is obvious that the energetic
Gordon has taken the trustee vote
as a mandate for quick action.
"I like to get things done," said
Gordon.
was necessary for Sojka to be
charged
'There have been cases in Ibe
past where it [the evidence] hasn't
been an eyewimess accoun~ " said
CalamiUl. ''The whole picture [of
the incident] is what the
board ...wiIl have to decide on."
Unless it can somehow be de-
tennmed who emptied the extin-
guishers, Current will soon make a
recommendation to the Judiciary
Board concerning whether Sojka or
the entire donnitory will receive the
$600 bill.
"Iwould like to see a resolution
of the problem before spring
break," said Current
. At least one person in Marshall
donnitory apparentlyisllOt waiting
anxiously for the Judiciary Board's
decision.
"I'm not concerned at all, be-
cause I won't pay i~" said Sojka.
Lantz and others auempting to
prevent having Marshall residents
charged appear to be facing an
uphill battle.
According to KoulSOvitis, a di-
reet link must be eSUlblished be-
tween Sojka's party and the empty-
ing of the extinguishers for Sojka to
be charged.
"You have to be able to prove
that it was caused by the party."
KoulSOvitis said
N. Jansen Calamira, '90, chair
of the Judiciary Board, while de-
clining to comment on the specific
incident, suggested that such cases
require strong evidence.
"You do have establish a con-
nection impervious to a reasonable
doubt," he said.
However, Ca1amiUl did not go
SO far to say that the testimony of an
eyewimess who saw a person from
the party emptying the extinguisher
ConJUlJII!d from p.l
Sojka denied any connection
between his pany and the emptying
of the fue extinguishers.
''The booze [from his party]
ended at 1:00 ot 1: 15 [a.m.]," said
Sojka.
However, he admitted that
some people were still drinking at
4:30 a.m. when he went to bed.
"Someone brought in a [quar-
ter] keg at 3 or 4 in the morning,"
said Sojka
When asked if be thought there
was any connection between his
party and the emptying of the fIre
exinguishers. Sojka said, "none."
"I think that it may have been
KOK CITY those people who were drinkingBANG· thalquarterkeg," hesaid,although
AUTHENTIC THAI RESTAURANT he claimed that he did not recoguize
Lunch Toes - Sat 11:00: 3:00 any of those later party-goers.
123 coptain. W.1k Dinners Daily 5:00 - 10:09· "I'd never seen them before,"
New LondOn. CT 06320 "'el. (203) 442-697t1L ._'~ ---I said Sojka.
me,"
"Iwant to build it by 1990,"
said Gordon.
Although Gordon hasn't
settled upon a specific plan for
completing the renovations so
quickly, he joked, ''I'll give all the
[college] kids hammers and
nails."
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t Altenudives for South African Education Discussed~~W~i7i};~ii'Ws~~TiI~("J
C • 'Jr-rJ education for SoudI Afril:aDs isan within lite minds of whites. ''They
bISic JIlr:qcy 1RI CllI'IP"""k- abominaIioD. " are involved in a struggle against
stiIIslOlleabl8lOmeeubeoeedsof "Soulb Africa is. while miooily freedom ... [lltey are] reassessing
indDlJlIy; [itl ~ DOc:ompeti- _ Ibat exploits lite Iablr of dte dtemselves ••. to find themselves as
tion lbrougb'" oNm b1CIISUIitIIl AfricaDs," said Magubane, '70 whites. They need to find truth and
cheap Jabor for while l'anDtn; end believe lbatone group is superior 10 justice ... lhey must give up their
lW_....uudelRl subservi' aoolberiswroug ••. litewhites need injustice to allow others to become
ence. "TheBMgTuEdllcatiooAl:t, to educate lbemselves to believe equal."
"eofon:es compulsory igDOrance lhat blacks are inferior. The South As for lhepossibilities of integra.
fordteblllckSoutbAfril:aDs •.• lIIe African government doesn't want tion in lite schools, there exist a
reality is Ibat blacks receive only a equality between blacks end whites small number of "multi-cultural
base level of scbooIiDg," said •.• SO education is used to elevate private schools' that admit both
Nkomo. lite whites." black and white. "But very few
The educatioo Ibat is offered to "Blacks are rreated as things or working class blacks can afford to
South African dtiIdren is v«y re- commodities, not as people," said send their klds,' said Nkomo, "So,
pressive. "Sixly-ninepen:entofllte Nkondo. now there is friction, tension and
teaekeninSouthAfricadon'tbave Magan insisted !hat a war was conDict between parents who can
a high school educatioo or a certifi' being waged in Soulh Mrica, not send their kids and those who
calIIlto teach," added Nkomo."The onILbetween black and white but can 'I.•
s'GA Seeks to Institutionalize Two
Executive Board Positions
m.~~(Q)lf~~lf{)~ N(Q)~~[b)coolk
Conn Feminists
Lobby in Hartford
Connecticut College students interested in womens rights are
traveling 10 the state house in Hartford 10 lobhy for three important
pieces of state legislation.
The bills concern parental leave, and the distribution of federal
funds for family planning clinics.
Cars will depart from Crozier-Williams at 10 a.m. on Tues-
day, March 7th.
Students interested in participating should contact organizers
Jodi Mackinnon, '89, at 444-9678 or Lucy McDonough, '90, at
444-9029.
Addams Television Missing
The television in Jane Addams dormitory was discovered
missing last Thursday morning.
According 10Jessica Horrigan, housefellow of Jane Addams,
the television, which was in poor condition, was probably un-
screwed from its base and stolen lite previous evening
"It doesn't get reception," said Horrigan. "Whoever took it
was pretty stupid"
Gaudiani gives Strategic
Update at Town Meeting
Claire Gaudiani, president of lite College, held a strategic plan-
ning meeting to review the accomplishments of lite past year on
Tuesday, February 28.
Gaudiani spoke of !he national press Connecticut College has
recently received, especially concerning the Minority Students
Institute summer program, which achieved threshold funding in
early February. .
"W..,'re standing for something that is a solution," Gaudiani said
about about the program, which includes four institutes for 2510 30
minority students.
In addition to substantial grants from Xerox, Sou!hern New
England Telephone (SNE1j, Aetna, and the Ford Foundation, the
minority program received contributions from individuals who read
about !he program in newspapers.
Gaudiani also spoke o~!he Science Institute. that would organize
fellowships and summer programs in industry.
"It's very important for young people 10 see both academic
science and industrial science," Gaudiani said
"We've done atleast a year's work [on the Science Institute] in six
months," she said.
Reportt.'1 NotebooA: compiJuJ by JIICqruliM SOIt.ropo"uOof
aIfd Craig Timber,
at the BOOKSHOP
by Michael S. Borowski
The College Voice
The Student Government Association (SGA)
Assembly is taking steps 10 institutionalize the cur-
rently temporary SGA Executive Board positions of
Club Liaison Officer and Chair of Academic Af-
fairs.
In order for lite two positions, which were created
last spring, to become a requirement, they must be
included in an amendment to the SGA Charter,
according to SGA President Sam Bonum, '89.
"[The amendment] isn't complicated," he said,
"It has been very public since last spring."
The amendment proposal was p . d to the
Assem bly at the February 16 mer .. d was
voted on at the meeting February 2: xoposat
was passed unanimously, 27-0.
At least two-thirds of all fully matriculated stu-
dents must vote, of which a simple majority is
needed to pass the amendment.
For the vote, there can either be an all-campus
vote "like the elections at the post office" Bottum
said, or by a secret ballot done in each dormitory.
Bottum claims that the secret ballot route was
chosen because it is the "most efficient way." House
senators will put the ballots under their constitu-
ents' doors, and be responsible for collecting them.
Bottum hopes that the proposed Charter changes
are passed now. "It has to be done now i!}order to
be in place for next year and beyond,': he said. "If
passed, it will affect lite election."
The chair of academic affair's main concern is
with mauersrelating (0 academics. The club liaison
officer, a non-voting member of the SGA Assem-
bly, primarily serves as a liaison between Student
Governmentand all constituted clubs andorganiza-
lions.
Chair of Academic Affairs David Grann, '89,
called the attempt to institutionalize the'two posi-
tions a "positive step by SGA and the community 10
Cherry Jones, assistant professor of education and principal of Flanders Elementary School, was
featured in an article in lite January publication Profiles of Exemplary Leadership Practices.
The article, "Teacher Education in the Language Arts: A Collaborative Al?proach," described
Jones' work as an exemplary principal and focused on the program she created to allow members of
the College Elementary Education Certification Program to teach classes in the elementary school.
Jones' program, which she has developed for a number of years with Beth' Hannah, professor of
education, has been described as a great change for the Flanders school, and "a lab for Connecticut
College students:'
According to a staff member for the education department, lite cooperative program has interested
people' from across the nation.
Louise Brown, dean of freshman and assistant professor, co-organized a "Freshman Deans Dis-
cussion," for twenty-two freshman deans of highly selective northeast liberal arts colleges.
The discussion was held February 23 and 24 at Wesleyan University in Middletown, Connecticut.
Robert Baldwin, assistant professor of art history, recently published an article entitled
"Rembrant's New Testament Prints: Artistic Genius, Social Anxiety, and the Calvinist Marketed
Image," in Impressions of Faith .... Rembrant's Biblical Etchings, published by the University of
Michigan.
James Hagen and Karen Nelson, adjunct instructors of music, will present a two-piano recital
in Dana Hall, March 29 at8 p.m. ,
The progtam includes Mozart'sLodron Concerto and Schubert's Fantaisie in F minor, Op. 103,
and other works transcribed for two pianos.
The concert is free and open to the public.
David Blockstein, visiting assistant professor of zoology, will deliver a lecture, "Conservation of
Endangered Birds: A Tale of Three Pigeons."
The presentation will be held in New London Hall, room 1120n March 9 at4:30 p.m.ltis free and
open 10the public. '
The Board of Trustees approved six faculty p;omotions, to be effective in the 1989-1990 academic
year. Bruce Branchini, department of chemistry; John Gordon, department of English; Robert
Hampton, department of sociology; Linda Herr, department of theater; Bruce Kirmmse, depart-
ment of history; and Robert Proctor. department of French, were promoted from associate professor
to professor. William Lessig was promoted from adjunct assistant professor in physical education to
adjunct associate professor. •
FacuU, Noles compihd by Jacqueline Soteropoulos
--
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ARTS and LEISURE
Students Display
Diverse Talents in
Gallery 11 Show
by Kristin Lee
The College Voice
Gallery 11 is presentl y showcasing the works of eleven student artists:
Elissa Farrow, '91, Sara Pontious, '89, Jill Stakely, '89, Frank Bucy, '89,
Abby Washburn, '91, M3ch Arom, '89; Geri Molitor, '90, Chesca
Sheldon, '89, Susan Buckey, '89, Alexandra Abbot, '89, and Andrea
Dunn, '89.
Elissa Farrow's colored pencil and wash record cover, depicting a
sleeping cat with a hand, reveals her confidence with the medium. While
there are a few weak spots, it is impressive. Her 3D-secondpromotion for
AIDS prevention, however, is an unintelligible flop.
Sara Pontious' work shows some promise, but sorely lacks polish and
an understanding of me market. Her condom packaging, for instance,
lacks a clean, modem image, and though her pencil sharpener ad is cute
and original ("Get straight to the point"), the product isn't prominent
enough for the ad to be effective.
Jill Slakely's poster design advertising Stephen King's movie, II, is
colorful but unoriginal. The picture of II is awfully flat, and unfortunately
more silly than scary.
Frank Buoy's series of footprints on paper tinted shadesofreddidn'tdo
very much but sit on the wall. I longed for more originality, more
exuberance ... a reason for its existence.
Mach Arom has an interesting name and he uses it to full advantage on
his printed stationery, most of which is striking, if not overly original. His
.holiday cards are more impressive; his lines and dots seem almost to be
celebrating the Fourth of July, save for the. festive red and green coloring.
The most impressive of his works, however, is his cover for a dance
company production; starkly reptilian in black and white, his forms are
nonetheless expressive of human form -and dance. Arorn's work is
expressive and of professional caliber.
Geri Molitor's cat caricatures are cute, but disturbingly familiar. The
thirty-second promotion for cat food is annoying, and the depictions of
NormalNick,Carl the Catastrophe, and.Neurotic Norman (on a good day)
aren't very striking, and are somewhat tiresome. Too bad, because there
are glimpses of talent in Molitor's work.
Chesca Sheldon's seasonal series, "Four Seasons," displays an occa-
sionally excellent use of color, but the overall.result is more childish than
simple. Her "Metamorphosis" from a calligraphic "C" into a Greek-like
building is nice, but sloppy in parts, and not too inspired.
When Ifirst saw Susan Buckey's "Christmas Cards,"! was struck by the
immaturity and lack of polish. But it turns out that hers IS a collection of
all the Christmas cards she's done for her family since 1977. The family
themes are endearing, and the silk screen she did in 1987 is really striking.
Buckey's stamp design of American Farming is bucolic enough, but
there's not too much excitement. and no hint of originality.
Alexandra Abbot's work is nothing less than stunning. Her black and
white "Drug.Poster" of an ;maciated, terrified person screaming for help
demands attention and immediate sympathy. Her dance company pro-
gram front is equally arresting, featuring abstract color design on black.
Abbot's work is sensational.
Alexandra Dunn, working with the IBM computer Deluxe Paint Pro-
gram with an ink jet printer and special paper, has been able to come up
with rhythmic, entrancing, color-laden pictures, mostly of abstract juxta-
Positions of people and the word "dance," Her vibrant. surfer-colored
work is fascinating and beautiful, lighting up the gallery almost as well as
the windows do.
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Actors Exude the Perversities
ofDangerous Liaisons
by Simon O'Rourke
The College Voice
For a curious brew of passion and
perversity, we turn to Dangerous
Liaisons, one of-this winter's most
eagerly awaited releases. Adapted
for the screen from Choderlos de
Laclos' novel Les Liaisons
Dangereuses, this movie is an en-
tertaining tale of decadence, cor-
ruption, power, and sex set in
France during the late eighteenth-
century.
The Vicomte de Valmont (John
Malkovich) and the Marquise de
Merteuil (Glenn Close) are two in-
tensely competitive aristocrats who
use sex and seduction to control
each other in a shocking game of
power and pleasure. Valmont's
task is to seduce the seemingly cold
Madame de Tourvel (Michelle
Pfeiffer); and as he and Merteuil
struggle for the upper hand in their
destructive sport, we see their vi-
cious exploitation of sex rejecting
standard notions of real love. In the
end, it is this traditional sort of
moral 'and emotional baggage
which drags both Valmont and
Mertenil to a bitter finale in which
compassion plays no role.
Most impressive of the perform-
ers in Dangerous liaisons is John
Malkovich as Valmont. His soakey
charm and powerful seductive ca-
pabilities are admirable in a some-
what rverse wa ,and although
CAMPUS
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his cruel cunning is occasionally
disconcerting, he is entertaining
and attractive.
Not so much can he said for
Glenn Close, whose characteriza-
tion of the Marquise de Mertenil is
riveting, but vastly overrated. She
is just as sly as Valmont, but Close
demonstrates little of the 'directed
energy we feel in Malkovich.
Overall, the acting inDangerous
Liaisons is excellent. Michelle
Pfeiffer (beautiful as usual) is
wonderfully disciplined as the
frigid Tourvel, and many of the
minor characters provide refresh-
ing comic relief from the unnatural
power of Valmcnt, Merteuil, and
Tourvel.
This is a crisp and visually stun-
ning movie. Although the perform-
ance and technical aspects of Dan-
gerous Liaisons are very good,
there remains something vaguely
unearthly about it. Without the
French costumes. buildings, and
names, the story could lake place
almost anywhere; this kind of
power-hungry perversity is nearly
universal. Malkovich' s internal fIre
is perhaps what the movie as a
whole lacks. This may he precisely
the director's point---dlat the era
depicted consists of little more than
appearances-but who knows
what is really going on here? Al-
though we leave feeling somewhat
unsatisfied and confused, Danger-
ous Liaisons does tell an entertain-
ing story. There is a mysterious
wrench in this movie somewhere,
but: fine actors, powerful perform-
ances, and sex are always a potent
mix.
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A Look at Conn's Alternative Housing tiEmily Abbey Hoyse
Co-Op Living on the Campus
I
Knowlton Dormitory rrom Harkness Green
Knowlton
An International Experience
language majors and minors to find out what
kind of progranuning -they want on campus,"
said Longere.
"It's not like living in any other donn. every·
one has to be hard working because they are
expected to contribute to the extra-curricular
activities," said D' Antonio.
It is not necessary to be fluent in a language
to apply for Knowlton. but applicants must show
the desire to learn and share as much about the
language and culture they are interested in, ac-
cording to Aoki.
"Living in Knowlton has improved my
French to no end," said Christopher Steadman
who moved into Knowlton for Italian and has
managed toimprove two different languages.
Officiany seven languages are represented
in the dorm, but they are trying to get more
included. according to Longere.
Residents next year will be required to eat
two to three lunches inKnowlton each week as
well as spend one hour a week tutoring any
students who require help in languages.
Those that are interested in living in
Knowlton should contact the Office of Student
Life early this week.
"It is the only place on campus that you can
walk down one hallway and hear a language
being spoken. tum the comer and hear another
language and then another," said Tommy Aoki
the housefellow of Knowlton.
Knowlton. known primarily as a language
dormitory, is open to all classes including in-
coming freslunan through a special application.
It is for people "who are dedicated to putting
some effort into improving Knowlton's presence
on campus, helping others to learn different
languages and cultures, and to help increase
student and faculty interaction," said Aoki.
Sushi anyone? This past Sunday Knowlton
hosted a sushi night as part of their cultural pres-
entations. All residents are required toputon two
cultural presentations as well as help plan and
participate inall-campus cultural events like the
International Festival last December. The goal
according to Aoki, "Is to educate each other and
the campus to different peoples and cultures, and
to improving the level of language proficiency-
on campus."
Francois Longere and Maggie D'Antonio,
Knowlton's cultural events coordinators, spoke
highly of the cultural events as they set up for the
sushi night. "We've sent a letter to faculty and
Unity House
Experiencing Diversity
Unity House located across route 32 by the
main campus entrance will be moving to the
College House during the 1989-90 academic
year. Renovations to the College House, how-
ever, are not expected to be complete untiltheend
of the first semester, according to Christopher"
Kcutsovitis, coordinator of residential life and
housing. Inorder to continue providing this alter-
native housing, Koutsovitis said that Unity will
be used and when renovations are complete the
students will be moved into the new building.
The present Unity House building has two .
doubles and asingle room available to all students
through a special housing application. Arnold
Kee, intern at the Minority Cultural Center and
resident of Unity, said that Unity "is a comfort-
able, quiet place to live." It not only is a donn, but
is the minority cultural center and houses the
center's offices. Various organizations sponsor
parties, dances, dinners, and educational forums
in the comfortable living room.
Riga! Jean Baptiste, a second year resident of
Unity, said that Unity has given him the opportu-
nity to learn about another culture. particularly
that of the Black American. He strongly recom-
mends that anyone with a desire to live there
shoold apply.
Kee stated that those who should apply for
Unity are "people who place a high value on their
own heritage and culture."
"It is a place for people who are looking to live
where their culture and heritage are acknowl-
edged and respected." Kee said.
Kee hopes that when the House moves on
campus the barriers associated with Unity will be
gone.''Unity is a haven where people will under-
stand them and their culture."
Story and Photos by Warren Coben And
GeorrWagg,
\Vhile I'm eating dinner in Abbey as I am chicken in Africa md everyone tells a story 1
occasionally fortunate enough to do, I realize the about killing farm animals of various sorts. :.
original articlel was going to write about thedorm This is not to imply that Abbey only discusses 1000
is insufficient. As I munch on some tasty pasta animal slaughter. Says Nancy, "We all eat 10-
primavera cooked by Renner Johnston I think that gether and oonversations occur on a daily level.
perhaps there is no way to describe Abbey in an Discussion is sparked more easily." Caroline
expository sryle. It may sound cliche but Abbey is Ledeboer adds. "Abbey is intellectually stirnu-
an environment that can only be appreciated if it is lating. Some of us take similar classes and we
experienced. talk about them atmeals. That's why professors
For the uninitiated, Abbey is currently the like Abbey:'
college's only co-operative dormitory. In One big advantage to Abbey cooking their
laymen's terms, this means the residents are re- own meals is that they are able to have profes-
sponsible for all the chores in the house such as sors over fOTdinner frequently. Other ways in
cooking and cleaning. These responsibilities and which Abbey maintains interaction with the
the close living environs cause the house to inti- restofthecollegeis thatonceasemester, Abbey
mately bond. Says HouseGo."v..:e::m::o..:r..:D..:an::..::.)o..:lm:::..:son,..:spo.:.: : nso rs=a~res~ta-UI-an-'-o-f_e_xo_t_ic_f_ood~~s.=In_add__ i--,
"Abbey is a place that con-
sumes your whole exis-
tence. You belong to it and
are responsible to it and
take part in all the benefits
- being able to spend a lot
of time with a lctofmterest-
ing people and getting to
see all sid"esof them,"
Adds House Senator (or
is she house governor'? No
one in Abbey knows for
sure) Jen Leimgruber, "It's
an intense environment.
Abbey is special beeauseof The Ahbey Dining Room
the opportunities to create - it is a forum to assist tion, Abbey residents display their talents every
you in whatever you want to do artistically or semester in an unforgettable coffeehouse.
musically, Because you live and eat with these Abbey House is often perceived as being aloof
people, there are no inhibitions." HousefeJJow from 'the rest of the college due to its location and
Nancy Hughes says, "I wouldn't go to the roaster distinctpersonalily. Resident Saul Fussinerwants
on upper campus screaming and singing. Icando me to say, '7eU people on upper campus that
that here." we're just as scared of them as they are of us" and
Mealtime atAbbey is the best opportunity to see everyone laughs. Nancy says, "People are intimi-
its uniqueness. We have a discussion about life at dated by Abbey because its a close environment
Connecticut compared to so~e of our peer and we really know each other. But we're always
schools. But soon the conversation becomes more excited to have new people and accept applica-
exciting. Blair Taylor tells a story about killing a lions for new members.
"One of the problems is that Abbey is not only
acc-opbut its ahouse. Many students want to live
in a co-Op living but may not want to live in the
Abbey enviromnent. The college really needs to
provide more co-cps. Tbough the college loses
money an us because it cost more to sustain us and
we tend to eat more per person than those on upper
campus: it is a valuable and desired living option."
Scott Jefferson adds, "But remember - we're not
a bunch of fatties,"
Anything else I should say about Abbey? The
residents chime in. "Talk about the go-go cage!"
But as I already mentioned. I think. some things are
better experienced.
, .
.......
~
houses will be based upon the strength of the
proposal, the plans for individual development
and contribution to the college community, the
extent to which the special interest or theme is not
currently represented on campus, the strength of
the individual applicants, and the ability for the
groups to live and interact harmoniously and ful-
fill their stated goals.
The Penthouse of the Campus
The Freeman Tower is the fifth floor of Freeman donn. The space is a fOUT stressed out. there is always someone to cheer you up," the two agreed.
room apartment with two adjoining bedrooms, a bathroom, and a living When asked what they liked to do most, they laugbed and said that they
room. It is open to all students who must apply in groups of four. all live in the bathtub.
''Itdoesn 't feel likeI'm living in adorm somuch, people aren't around you The Freeman Tower provides a group of four students an opponunity
all the time," said Sarah Pechukas a current resident. to live together in a place that is somewhat isolated from the campus and
"It's the best place to live on Campus," said Heather Morrison. another normal dorm life but not totally. They are still a part of the donn and are
resident. "You're in a donn but at the same time it is an oasis from expected to contribute, but but it is an alternative living space.
everything." Both Pechukas and Morrison agree that people who want to live in the
The two talked about how close the four roommates have grown together . tower have to be good friends; it requires people who get along.
as friends.'l sometimes wish that I had my own space, but I feel I've gotten The applications for Freeman Tower are available from the office of
'to know them [the other roommates] in a totally new way," said Pechukas. student life.
"You know that someone is always going to be there so if your upset or
The Freeman Tower
Thematic Housing
[A full story can be found in The Voice, Feb-
ruary 21.1989J Beginning with the 1999-1990
academic year, Connecticut College will intro-
duce thematic housing to its array of housing
options. The addition promises to invigorate
campus co-curricular life by allowing groups of
students interested in-a specific endeavor to
live, work and compose educational programs
and perform theme-related tasks together.
Living with a Common Goal
Applicants are encouraged to apply' as groups,
as either a group of seven (for North Cottage) or a
group offour (for 130 Mohegan). Single or sets of
applicants may also apply and will be considered
if the appropriate numbers balance out. Rising
juniors and seniors are eligible for admission into
the houses. Applications are due March 10th.
though late proposals will be accepted up until
March 29th. The criterion for selection of the
••
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3.Get a nice, fat check.
Now through March 31,when you buy selected Macint~h*SE or Macintosh II computers, you'll get
a rebate for up to half the suggested retail price of the Apple*peripherals you add on -so you'll save up to $800.
Ask tOr details today where computers are sold on campus.
*.
Apple Pays Half
Campus Computer Store
Hamilton Lower Level, Hours: MWF 12-4
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Animal joke gills
"BOW I MADE 818,000
FOR COLLEGE
BYWORKIIG WEEKEIDS."
...•
•
As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting
another $5,000 for tuition and books,
thanks to the New GI Bill.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back-up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds u{>to $18,000-or more
-for college for Just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600,· OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
When my friends and I graduated
'from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.
Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurri-
canes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military
defense.
So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.
Army~~j!g.G
"ln Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands
<St. Croix); 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. ln Alaska. consult your local
phone directory.
01985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved.
r--------------------,I MAIL TO: Army National Guard, P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, Nj 07015 I
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SPORTS
;Intramural Update-----------~ ..,CIlrtI_ _ _ _ They bave .. amazjng p1ustmious
'he 00lIep v... 1lIIio0f81/lS. On February 19,1IIey
.§ --- deiI1Iuttd HarbIeIs, ll~, Ibants
~ Wilb aDdle aaion of die NBA, IOlIIesooriDgofdle beslaD-arolJIId
~ die A-League B8sketball __ player in floor bockey, SIeVe
~ _eo .. exciling coocJusion A "GrelZky~ DriscalI, '89, who bad
)! IIlRIDI MFC _ IIIIII8P 10get four goals and six assists. On Feb-
Eo< dII1lugbllleseasonwilbapede:ct7- nwy26, TriDitySlinksekedwta
On:conl. Led by die deadly 0UISide 5-4 win over CHUD. Laler in lIIe
sIIootinB of Man: AI idri, '90, week, 1bey.Iied dleLaxmen, 5-5, in
-' die III1llI& inside play of Jeff a sctIlPY, bani hiuing game.
Geddes. '89,MI'C finished wilb a CHUD(8-2-1), wbodefealeddle
Wgwin overPlaDl (1-6), 108-78. WMriors(~),IO-O,isinsecond ~
fIlllle tigblcsI game of die year, place in die Orr Division. This ~
tie ScPds n (6-1) edsed out marked die Ibint shot out for Craig :
'IMCC (3-4), 5049, in die lina\ Meeker, '92. The !:egion of Doom ~
bIr seconds Ed Sc:hausIer. '90, (6-1~ is in IhinI, foUowed by die ,l!
c6mJeda free 1brow IOcompJetea Laxmen(6-2-1). Through bani hit- ~
lIne-poinl pay in die fmal sec- lingandaggJeSSiveplay,dleWarri- ~
GIlds. TMCC was able 10 baog OIl orsbaveachievedarecordofS-4~ ~'I llr.=====--------------~~~~=~~----~
dII1lugbmostofdlegamelbantslO andlIIe fifth in die division stand- '1
die excdlent defensive play of ings.AtdleboUomofdledivisiOll is omen sow mm ng.=.i;~o::.~c:~~~~COIlSisisof Leniart Stricken with Bronchitis:
:U':==andbad ~~2~~:.~~~Women's SwimTeam Finishes 17th
Thetbinlplaceteam,AIUlIIJIi(4- 7 records. The few remaining
3),lleatdleGamblers(l-6).84-S2 gamesnextweekwiDdecidedledle
~ varsity player Scott Saw- play-off seeds.
yer scored 30 poiDts III lead his The annual weekend squash and
-'lllvictory.TheBalIbuslen(3- raquelbaD lOiJfDlIDIeIlt sponsored The Connecticut College
4)'WJlllIIlCd up founb place wilb a by CONN Aclion was well at· women's swim team has now
49-40 victory over K-Len (3-4). IODded. In die squash IinaIS, Andy learned how fragile a solid athletic
Sc:ottSoDiVllll,'92,badaOlltlAllDd- Lee, '90, defeated Man; Doo-Kin-l team can be. At the New England
*offensivegame wilb 10poiDts. gue. '91, 15-5,15-7, IS-6 10win hisl Championships, CONN's strong-
The cbamplcmshlp will be fJlSt squash c:hampIonship. est swimmer and leader, Sheila
pfIyed Ibis Wodneaday. Man;b 8, "Andy is a good player, he just Leniart, '89, was stricken with
.8:oop.m. atdieAthIeIic e-. oat-played and hustled me,. Doo bronchitis. The Camels fmished
liII'C. Squlda 11, A1umIIi. 'l'MCC, Kingue said. 17th out of 30 competing schools,"""IlI,_ JC4.en w1UJIM* 18 die GEr uPrmal~ DaDi four or five spots lower than they
iIIol:OWlUld A-LClIgue Basbl- Jleader, woo his IbintsfnliglJtintnl· had expected.
T.sbins. .mum! cbampionsbip ~-M.;;JI "It's unfortunale that it had to
.In die lina\ week of F100r Z8Dgea', '91, 15-9, 10-0. ~ happen that way," said Doug
BocRy,lIIe_aresli1lfigbtiilg was able 10 walk: tbrougb hiS! Hagen, coach of the women's
lorpiay-off ..... 18dleOaDM- bral:ket 10 die ftoals. ~ swim Ieam, "especially since
~ TrInil.ySllnb~\lPdIe _bed die finals 00 a forfeit by; Sheila's a senior. I really felt
. lide wi1b .9.:0.1Ncord. Roland' '91. sorry for her."
Weights:
full universal available 9:30 am-5:4S pm, 6:1S·1Q:9QRm
. free weights available:
Monday 12:00-6:OOpm, 7:00-9:00pm
Friday 11:30 am-6:00 pm
Sunday 2:004:00pm 6:00-8:00 pm
Hockey Rink
available for free skating: Tues & Thurs 12:30-2:30 pm
Fri. & Sat 1:15-3:15 pm,
Friday nighl 8:00 -!O:OOpm
Running Track
available anytime
localed around multipurpose couns
Traiming Room '
life cycle available during regular hours: 2:00- 6:30 pm
,
•
Despite her condition, Leniart
still placed in all of her events. In
the freestyle events, she placed
fourth in the 500 yard, eighth in the
200, and sixth in the 100 yard.
She also finished 17th in the 200
yard butlerfly. She will represent
CONN in the Nationals.
"She was tetrific. Most people
[with bronchitis] can't even get out
of bed and she still placed," Hagen
said.
Ann Traer, 91, who missed
qualifying for the Natiouals by .04
seconds, look second place in the
50 yard backstroke, third place in
the 100 yard backstroke, 10th in
the 200 yard backstroke and II th
in the 200 yard individual medley.
"Ann had personal bests in all of
by Eric Stern
Associate Sports Editor
Did you know •••
the Athletic Center Offers:
4 Squash Courts
availalble 9:30-10:30 am, 12:30-4:00 pm, and 8:OO-10:OOpm
2 Racquetball Courts
available 9:30-10:30 am, and 11:30 am-l0:00 pm
call in advance to reserve a coun
equipment for squash and racquetball is available at front desk
wiIh Conn College In
3 Multipurpose Courts
available for basketball and tennis
Monday 9:30-11:00 am, 1:00-4:00 pm, 6:30-10:00 pm
Tues., Thurs., Fri. 9:30 am-4:00 pm, 6:30-10:00 pm
Wed., 9:30 am-4:00 pm, 6:30-8:00 pm
•
her events. That's not too shabby,"
Hagen said.
CONN's only other placement
was by Brenda Baker, '91. She fin-
ished 22nd in the 100 yard back-
stroke.
"It was a long weekend:' Tri-
captain Louise Van Order, '90,
said. "It was difficult at times to be
motivated because Sheila was ill.
Her disappointment spread
throughout the team."
"Doug [Hagen) was very sup-
portive and motivating." Ann
MacElwain, '90, said. "He always
Iells os that he swims every lap
with us. I really admire him. I
imagine its very hard for anyone to
go away with seven women:'
=========================r
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Men's Basketball Team ~
Finishes Season at 8-15 f:>-...
against a mediocre Wentworth:"
learn, and easily beat them by 10, ~
91-81.
"It wasn't a spectacular game. 1
We just played well enough to win ::
it; Hoffman said. '"
Blair had 23 points, 21 in the sec-
ond half, and 9 rebounds as he 11"1
the Camel learn to victory. Fresh-
man Carlos Perez and Hoffman
each bad 12 while Small added II
of his own to round oUl the scoring.
The Camels ended their season
across Rt 32 losing to the Bears of
Coast Guard, 64-51. CONN was
obviously fatigued, playing their
third game in the last four days.
The game was marked by runs
made by both sides throughout the
game. With 9:34 gone in the first
half Lombardo hit a 3-pointer for
CONN'sonly lead in the game, and
a short lived one at that The Bears
came back with a 3-pointfield goal
of their own which began a 14-0
run. At the end of the half the
Camels were down by 12,23-35.
The second half featured a
CONN run of its owo as the Camels
closed the gap to 5, 38-43. This
however, was as close as the Cam-
els came all night
"I think we staned to blot down at
midseason, but to the credit of the
seniors they never quit," said Head
coach Martin Schoepher.
The Camels ended a disappoint-
ing season on a sad note. BUI to
their credit they played some very
impressive learns and played them
well. Good luck to the graduating
seniors of the Connecticut College
Camels men's basketball tearn:
Dave Blair, Eddie Hoffman, Frank
Lombardo, and Tenry Fracassa
The Connecticut College men's
basketball team bas had a bard lime
this season. Dropping games they
shouldn't have, losing in the wan-
ing seconds of a few matches, giv-
ing up the ball, and shooting poorly
from the Ooor when the big men
were shut down, were all common
sights and problems of the Camel
squad in the 1988- I 989 season.
However, they had character
enough to play hard and never give
up for a second. Although their rec-
ord was a dismal 8- 15 this years
squad played tough and enjoyed
themselves.
..It was a rough road," said Senior
Eddie Hoffman, "but I think we aU
enjoyed the season despite the rec-
ord."
CONN ended its six game losing
streak by beating Bates 79-75, at
home on February 24. Derric
Small, '90, ledall scorers with 23
points and 5 assists. Senior co cap-
tains Frank Lombardo and Dave
Blair both contributed 12 points on
the way to CONN's victory.
Bates came out strong in the first
half shooting 50 percent from the
floor, compared to the Camel's 34
percent, and went into the locker
room with a 7 point lead. The
1i' Camels made adjustments at the
'; half and came oer on fire, shooting
2 62 percent from the floor on their
~ way to outscoring their opponent
l;l 46-35.
if "We didn't play well in the first
;, half," Blair said, "but came back
~. bard in the second and took the
game away from them."
On Sunday the Camels went up
points, respectively. Donna Smith,
'90, AJ. DeRoo, '90, and Lynn Elliot.
'91, each scored in double figures.
Wendy Merk, '89, turned in a
strong effort on the glass, grabbing 16
rebounds. while Smith grabbed 10.
Elliot, fifth in the nation in assists,
dished out a game-high 8 assists. In
addition. Kathy Matthews, '89, pro-
vided help from the bench by making
6 steals.
Asked what he thought CONN's
chances were for winning the NIAC
cbampionship, Lessig responded by
saying, "We are very capable of win-
ning the cbampionship if we keep
doing what we have been."
Women's Basketball Squad to Host NIAC Tournament
In the secondhalf, Bates came out and scored
three quick baskets. Following a quick time OUt
the Camels went on a 10-2 run to take a 54-45
lead. They pushed the lead up to as much as 20
points, and finally won 89-72.
"If everyone plays their role we are very
difficult to
beat," said
Bill Lessig,
coach of the
women's
basketball
team. 'This
has been our
blue print
for success
Its victory over Bates not only improved
their record to 16-4, but also established the
Camels as a true power in New England
women's baskethall.
CONN, realizing the importance of the
game, came out tight. The team's nervous-
ness was re-
fleeted in the
low score, 14-
13 Bates, with
ten minutes
gone in the
game. Luck-
ily, Bates
seemed to be
just as cold.
The Camels caught fire in the second ten min-
utesof the first half, while Bates, for the most
pan, remained cold. CONN went into
halftime with a 44-37 lead.
by Ed Hofl'man
The College Voice
The Connecticut College women's bas-
ketball team is play-off bound for the fifth
.time in six years. CONN, seeded first, will
play host during the play-offs here at Con-
necticut College. the weekend of the
March 4. Also participating in the NIAC
(New England Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference) play-off tournament are
Williams, Amherst and Middlebury.
CONN's victory over Bates College last
Saturday, February 25, was an important
Iactor in its selection as host for the tour-
nament. Earlier this season, Bates had de-
feated two of the better teams in New Eng-
land, Trinity and Bowdoin. CONN had
lost to both these teams on the road during
the season.
'If everyone pkJys their role We.,;~
are very difJlcuit to beat. This
h4s been OUT blue print for sue"
cess all year...·
,;ij; -
all year:'
Much of the scoring was done by Pam
Mitchell, '90, on the inside, and Liz Lynch,
'92, on the outside, who scored 19 and 18
Men's Squash Team Shines at National Squash Championship at New Haven
Championships feature the best
players in the world from clubs like
Yale, Princeton, and Harvard as
well as many novice learns from an
array of Nonheastern colleges.
"I think the special atmosphere
provided by this event inspired
many players, so that the team did
itself full justice." said Roben Gay.
coach of the men's squash learn.
The Nationals saw excellent per-
formances from: #4 Dave Ashton,
'90, #5 Paul Harris, '91, and #7
Juan Flores, '92,each of whom won
three of their four marches.
CONN began by blanking Le-
high,and went on to a squeakerofa
victory over Bates in which # 1John
Nichols. '89. #2 Charlie Forbes,
'90, #6 Tom Kessler, '92, Ashton,
and Flores all tallied wins for
CONN. Special mention goes to
by Fdlda Guglielmi
The College Voice
All's well that ends well, and the
season of the Connecticut College
men's squash team didjustthatlasl
weekend with CONN's impressive
, play at the National Squash Cham-
pionships in New Haven, Con-
necticut
The Inter-collegiate Squash
Tom Kessler who, playing on a
newly injured leg, clinched the
victory for CONN with his 3-2
sudden death win, 16-15.
With the two victories, CONN
reached the semi-finals of Division
D (IV). Unfortunately, CONN's
progress was stopped by. arch-rival
Bowdoin, 3-6. Ashton, Harris, and
Flores brought borne the victories.
CONN lost a close battle for third
place in the march against Stony-
brook, 4-5, but the team showed a
vast improvemenl since their No-
vember meeting when CONN was
trounced, 9-0. In this. the final
march, Ashton, Harris, Kessler. and
#9 GeoffWagg, '89, wootheirfmal
marches.
CONN fmished fourth in a divi-
sion of 11 teams and ended its sea-
son with a record of 6-13.
-
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!Men's Hockey Team Ou~st~e~d~B~~~~;;;B~a~nFta~m~s~iiiil!
.~Knocked Out ofECAC Play.!!fb.ifor 4th Straight Season
~----=-=:-:---
byJ"'-"
~ ... SporlII Ed....
" ... and the ECAC playoffs are
UDdelway. Trinity controls the
draw and Miele dumps the puck
inro the zone. It bounces off a
CONN defenseman and squirts OUI
front Williamson picks up the
loose puck and moves it toManley.
Manley moves right He shoots
and .....
He scored. ThaI is how the play-
by-play 10the CONN-Trinily game
on Saturday night, 3/4, would have
sounded. JUSl24 seconds inro the
contest, Trinity co-captain Trip
Manley burried a shOlfrom len feel
10 give the four time defending
champion Bantams a lead lbey
would never relinquish. For the
fourlh straight year the Camels
wereknockedouloflbeECACdiv.
3 South playoffs.
There is an old hockey adage that
strong defense and good goaltend-
ing win playoff games. SalUrday
nigh!, 3/4, Trinity defense limited
the Camels 10few good opportuni-
ties, and when CONN did gel a
good scoring chance, goalie Steve
Gorman, 39 saves, was equal 10 the
!aSk and rolled 10 a 3-1 victory.
Trinity's aggressive penally killers
held the Camels scoreless on eight
power play chances.
1be Bantams used a different
forecheck than the one they had
used II days earlier when CONN
defeated lbem4-2 inHartford. The
change proved highly effective,
keeping the Camels boUled up in
their own zone much of the night
'"ThaI first goal was a big lift for
us," leading scorer Todd Duboef
said. "It showed us lhal our fore-
check would work againsllbem. It
gave us the momentum."
Before the end of ihe period Trin-
ity wouJd double their lead. Wilb
1:28 remaining Senior Mike Miele
converted on a pass from co-cap-
lain Rob McCool. Af!er one period
CONN had outshOl Trinity 15·12,
but lbe big scoreboard, the only one
lhal counts, read 2-0 Trinity.
"They frustrated us," Head Coach
Doug Roberts said. "They kept us
off balance."
The second period was JUSI as
frustrating as the first for ihe Cam-
els. Gorman turned aside all of .~
CONN's 11 shots, while Trinity's ::;
defense appeared 10be talcingover. ~
CONN could not establish its fore- <:l. .check and as a result did not gel ~
very many good scoring 0PI'0rtuni- ~
ties. 1
"We could nol establish our ;
S1:L ~!""IIIIIIII!""IIIIIIII~ -=~==~____.::.:_ ===_____~==::J
game," Roberts said. "1 think they
realized !hal we have better athletes
!han they do. If they were 10be suc-
cessful, uiey would have 10keep us
bottled up. 1bey were changing
[linesl every 30 seconds 10 keep
fresh troops OUI there all the time."
In the lbird period CONN began 10
press and was able 10sustain some
good offensive pressure. Halfway
lhrough the stanza the Camels
pressed 100much and gave upa4 on
o breakaway. Manley converted
the chance by blasting a shOl past
senior Lou Schwing's left arm. It
was such a clear breakaway that the
nearest Camel was nol even inside
the blue line.
Three minutes later, with 6:53 left
in the game, CONN was fmally
able to beat Gorman. Doug
Roberts, '91, scored the final goal
of the game after receiving a pass
from Geoff Schaefer, '90,juslafter
a power play had expired.
The loss was a disappointing end
to an exciting and successful regu-
lar season for the Camels and the
nearly 1300 fans who packed Day-
ton Arena Saturday night For the
seniors it marked 1I>elast time 1I>ey
wouldwearlheblueandwhite. Lou
Schwing, Jay Aclcenmin, John
Burke, Todd Taplin, Jim Alissi,
John Hutchinson, Jim Brown, and
Don White thanks for four years of
exciting hockey.
This week the award goes to SHEILA LENIART of the women's swim team. At the New England Championships
Leniartfinished fourth in the 500 yard freestyle despite being stricken with bronchitis. The grining senior also placed eighth
in the 200 yard and sixth in the 100 yard freestyle events.- Rick Komarow.
